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Adjuvant systematic treatment for early-stage 
breast cancer
• Adjuvant! Online



Outcome probabilities and uncertainty

• Outcome probabilities are intrinsically imperfect

• Two types of uncertainty
1. Aleatory uncertainty = unpredictability of single events due to the 

fundamental indeterminacy or randomness of future outcomes.

2. Epistemic uncertainty = deficits in knowledge, because of limitations in 1) 
the precision of the risk estimates or 2) their applicability to a specific 
patient.



Design and patient sample



Standard interviews

Recall of probabilities discussed. 

2 probes on uncertainty. 
1. Open probe: ‘‘What do the probabilities [repeat probabilities the patient 

has already mentioned] mean to you?’’ 

2. Precision probe: ‘‘In your opinion, are the probabilities you were provided 
with during the consultation [repeat probabilities the patient has already 
mentioned] exact survival probabilities . . . [pause] or could they be higher 
or lower, for example?’’



Patient characteristics



Oncologist characteristics



Disclosure of uncertainty during consultations

• In about half of the consultations (49%; 97/197), some type of 
uncertainty was disclosed. 
• 107 references to uncertainty

• 84 (79%) aleatory uncertainty (unpredictability of single events)

‘‘[There are] no guarantees. It remains . . . I always
say that in reality if you look at an individual it is
100% or 0%. So you either get the disease back or
you don’t, right. But if you have 100 women, then
you have 30 women in whom during the course of
10 years, metastases will manifest. . . . And I can’t
tell just by looking at you whether you are one of
the 70 lucky ones or one of the 30 unlucky ones.’’



Disclosure of uncertainty during consultations

• In about half of the consultations (49%; 97/197), some type of 
uncertainty was disclosed. 
• 107 references to uncertainty

• 84 (79%) aleatory uncertainty (unpredictability of single events)

• 23 (21%) epistemic uncertainty (imprecision of the risk estimates and/or their applicability 
to a specific patient)

‘‘Of course there always is a
margin associated with such statistics.’’

‘‘look these are averages . . . yes. It’s a
large database, and we can’t comment on the individual
. . . the only thing we can do is look at
averages. And of course, there are always exceptions
on both sides,’’



Patient perceptions (standard interviews)

144 (85%) patients indicated that probabilities had been discussed

• Open probe (n=144)
• 47 out of 144 patients (33%) made 62 references to uncertainty

• 37 references were about aleatory uncertainty

Open probe: ‘‘What do the probabilities [repeat probabilities 
the patient has already mentioned] mean to you?’’ 



References to aleatory uncertainty 



Patient perceptions (standard interviews)

144 (85%) patients indicated that probabilities had been discussed

• Open probe (n=144)
• 47 out of 144 patients (33%) made 62 references to uncertainty

• 37 references were about aleatory uncertainty

• 10 references were about epistemic uncertainty

Open probe: ‘‘What do the probabilities [repeat probabilities 
the patient has already mentioned] mean to you?’’ 





Patient perceptions (standard interviews)

144 (85%) patients indicated that probabilities had been discussed

• Open probe (n=144)
• 47 out of 144 patients (33%) made 62 references to uncertainty

• 37 references were about aleatory uncertainty

• 10 references were about epistemic uncertainty

• 15 references were general statements without further clarification as to what the 
patient was aiming at (e.g., ‘‘It’s just statistics’’)

Open probe: ‘‘What do the probabilities [repeat probabilities 
the patient has already mentioned] mean to you?’’ 



Patient perceptions (standard interviews)

144 (85%) patients indicated that probabilities had been discussed

• Open probe (n=144)

• Imprecision probe (n=115)
• 100 out of 115 patients (87%) made 178 references to uncertainty

• 41 references (23%) were about aleatory uncertainty

Imprecision probe: ‘‘In your opinion, are the probabilities you 
were provided with during the consultation [repeat probabilities 
the patient has already mentioned] exact survival probabilities . . 

. [pause] or could they be higher or lower, for example?’’



References to aleatory uncertainty 



Patient perceptions (standard interviews)

144 (85%) patients indicated that probabilities had been discussed

• Open probe (n=144)

• Imprecision probe (n=115)
• 100 out of 115 patients (87%) made 178 references to uncertainty

• 41 references (23%) were about aleatory uncertainty

• 111 references (63%) were about epistemic uncertainty
• 63 were about imprecision

• 48 were about inapplicability to individuals

Imprecision probe: ‘‘In your opinion, are the probabilities you 
were provided with during the consultation [repeat probabilities 
the patient has already mentioned] exact survival probabilities . . 

. [pause] or could they be higher or lower, for example?’’





Conclusions 

• Uncertainty is conveyed in only half of patient consultations. 

• When uncertainty is communicated, oncologists mainly refer to 
aleatory uncertainty.

• Interviewed patients mainly referred to aleatory uncertainty if not 
prompted about epistemic uncertainty. 

• Even when specifically asked about epistemic uncertainty, 1 in 4 
utterances referred to aleatory uncertainty.



Some considerations

• Eliciting patients’ perceptions of uncertainty is methodologically 
difficult

• The prediction model (Adjuvant! Online) did not show uncertainty

• Guidance on whether and how to best communicate uncertainty is 
urgently needed.


